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Abstract- The neuro imaging developmental classification studies are undergone with small amount of samples from the brain
activity samples. It promises the inspiring complications in high dimensional data analysis. Autism prediction methodologies are
based on behavioral function alone previously which provides good precision but repossession will be unfortunate. We address
those problems for early prediction of autism with neural development modern techniques and compared with older. Moreover,
visualization of brain activities is quite important in neuro imaging. We believe in better visualization and classification of neuro
images in early month captures and appended of Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL). Functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) is one of the controlling tools for measuring non-invasively measure brain activity and it provides with good resolution.
For high resolution of brain activity, fMRI gives better than electro encephalon graph (EEG). Visualization of brain activity very
clearly is first step to recognize the faults of autism. We have taken into the account for predicting in early Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) with help of multiple behavioral activities and development measures using machine learning algorithm. The
prediction methods are examined with mostly many prediction methods start to examine the neuro imaging with ultra-high risk
factors. The prediction of ASD is moderate accuracy in 14 month development measures from multiple time points. In this proposed
work, Mullen early prediction is appended for early prediction and it is examined with computational approach to fMRI analysis
with adaptive functioning classifier for machine learning algorithm. This proposed algorithm provides improved version of
classification in machine languages with MSEL and high accuracy with conservative methods.
Keywords: deep learning, fMRI, Autism Spectrum Disorder

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the complex organs in the human body is brain which connects with almost all the organs through
many veins and nerves (1). Mainly it divides with some parts as follows, frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe,
temporal lobe and cerebellum. It is shown in figure 1 in below.
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Figure 1 Human Brain with primary parts division
Dissociation of neural in the brain and behavior development leads to inability to the human is called autism.
The autism symptoms may vary child to child. But the symptoms of autism can be detected after 12 to 18 months. It
is very hard to detect before this period of children (2). The autism person has problem with verbal and nonverbal
communication; hence there is absence of their eye contact with us. The autism brain contains face processing
networks is very weaker. The treatment will be more effective and it’s curable sometimes if autism is detected as early
as possible. The over connectivity of the nerves in brain says autistic function as shows in figure 2.

Figure 2 (a) Normal brain typical connectivity (b) Autistic brain connectivity
Recently, clinical laboratory categories an identifying in early the autism spectrum disorder is a top priority.
Infant at high risk in an early age stage, the brain will be in developing stage before core autism signs in behavioral
or in the biological mark have emerged. There is possible to alter the early intervention strategies (3, 4, 5).
In a brain, autism neural function is affected easily in cerebral cortex, amygdala, basal gandla, corpus
callosum and cerebellum. Also we can estimate in those parts with mullen scale parameters. Usually, amygdala region
in brain is responsible for aggressive behavior. Also hippocampus contains the nerves system that remembering recent
events and information. Mainly, those areas are started to affect for autistic parameters. We believed this logic and
bio marked in those places for early prediction of autism behavior. We succeed it too.

2. RELATED WORKS
Vaishali R et al investigate the optimum behavior sets for autism which consists of 21 features getting from
UCI machine learning. It says that possible to achieve better accuracy with less number of features (6). Fadi thabatah
et al has come across machine learning method with ASD screening model. They highlight the problems that arise in
DSM manuals and solve (7). Mohamed shanavas et at propose the research idea to detect the autism problems and
stages of autism with a help of SVM in the neural networks. Also they show students behavior and their social
interaction (8). J.A. Kosmickil et al study on evaluation of clinical assessment of ASD with different machine learning
approach. They are evaluating in their paper with those 28 behaviors parameters from module, and calculated ASD
risk with good accuracy (9). Suman raj et al investigated detection of ASD using different techniques of machine
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learning approaches. It clinically proves high accuracy than exist methods (3). Li B, et al proposes the imitation method
in machine learning algorithm. Here discriminative test conditions are investigated with kinetic parameters on the
adolescent dataset. Also, consideration of kinetic parameters for detection of autism, the sensitivity rate is high
compared to others (10). Arbabshirani et al studies focus that in order to predict individual outcome of ASD, uses
behavioral measure alone. They emphasis was depends on theory that by identifying infants at risk at early age when
brain is growing up. The linear regression method is very efficient when linear progression between input and output
(11).
Most of the works are done and detected ASD and it gives different accuracy and sensitivity levels. These
works miscarries in early prediction of ASD in all. The prediction algorithm is Mullen scales of early learning and
fMRI analysis and FC to detect autistic behavior in child. In this work, comparing linear regression with Mullen
scales of early learning prediction and approaches for scaling up advanced fMRI analysis for model analysis.
Motivation
The early diagnosis or intervention of ASD is quite challenging task in clinical field. Generally, “autism is
a lifelong developmental disability”. It is degenerative an irreversible process during the young age or early stage of
disorder and when their brain plasticity is much more that easier to prevent ASD. So the detection of ASD is not
providing perfect solution for their life. With the intention of avert, naming the children as “autistic” in their
community and for the rest of their lives. This reason is the motivation of this research article. Mostly many researchers
are showing decrease in brain connectivity between default node and network node in brain bio marks.

3. ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH
This research article covers introduction, related work, and motivation, theoretical analyses for early
prediction for autism, results and discussion, conclusion in a row.

4. THEORETICAL ANALYSES
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is one of the standard tools is to characterize the brain
function in health and disease (12, 13, 14, 15). We can understand that how ASD exhibits functionally in the successive
interval. Using fMRI data, we can early predict autism behavior function with the help of detecting sensitive and
particular biomarkers for ASD (4, 5). There are lots of studies to understand and predict the specific biomarkers for
ASD due to local functional or operational brain abnormalities in ASD (16). Our research suggests that there can be
found relevant markers for ASD whereas irregularities in the brain function connectivity with the help of functional
connectivity.
Mullen scale of early learning
Figure 3 shows design of our proposed algorithm that adaptive functioning classifier will done after selected
measuring samples and features. Those features are clustered and predicted with Mullen scale early learning. The
scale function is measuring from cognitive functioning and provides score for overall intelligence for infants and
preschool- age children. The overall intelligence is estimating by this composite score.
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Figure 3 Overview of design of proposed study
The fMRI connectivity is the useful biomarkers for ASD though in the complex connectivity relation of
different parts of the brain. Also fMRI connectivity involves in good very complicated pattern of changes in biomarks
system in brain (17, 18, 19). Functional MRI data collected from ABIDE data set. This data set needs preprocessing
procedure to analysis and classification purpose due to some variance of signal due to noise environment and
physiological disturbance like sudden respiration, hand motions etc. Sometimes non neural variability will be occurred
during the process (20, 21). To rectify those problems, blind deconvolution method can be carried out in this process.
Initially, in order to make mean zero normalization of every ROI, preprocess should be done. In every pair of ROIs,
FC will be computed and it gives us connectivity matrix to perform graphs for each subject. In order to differentiate
between two groups of features these ROI approach is used. The Functional Connectivity (FC) analyses used to
synchronize ROIs. The complex network constructed with graphs from FC. The data is divided into group or individual
by linear model for statistical analyses (22).
This complex network measures are used to identify the node or vertex for machine learning classification.
This identification has contained that inclusive of node degrees, node strengths, clustering co efficients, centrality of
node and edge both as well (23,36). The centrality of edges provides the number of all shortest paths between the
given nodes. These nodes are divides further in the network and named as modules. The form of degree centrality can
be limited the module degree. Inside the module connection of individual nodes are measured by harmonizing
participation coefficient (HPC). This CPC will facilitate the functional segregation and integration to do clustering for
classification in the complex network (24, 36). This clustering of brain region ROIs will be measured in the given
networks. There is a calculation of the average clustering co-efficient of the node in the network (25, 26).
The clustering construction is necessary to compute in the complex network for optimization purpose. With
the intention of maximize the intra ROI links and reduces the connection between localize nodes; the clustering
construction is being constructed. There are classified into low and high degree vertices. Our proposed technique is
clustering the coefficients in the entire graph with the help of transforming regularization (TR) method. This combined
version of clustering and segregation of inter and intra community nodes called integration. The calculation of average
distance between the vertices is defined as;
𝑁

𝐴𝑑𝑣

1
1
= ∑ 𝑋(𝑛).
. ∑ 𝑑(𝑣, 𝑤)
|𝑉(𝐺)| − 1
𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑣≠𝑤

Where N is Number of vertex and every vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺)
In a complex network, the calculation of correlation coefficient between the nodes in the community is
necessary for measuring the resilience of it. In order to measure the assort coefficient function for the network, the
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resilience factor calculation is essential. In our proposed algorithm, the input data is splitting into two which is known
as training and testing data. The training data can be clustering the features F in to “n” clusters by k means algorithm.
There is a computation of performance of every cluster. After computation of performance of every cluster, remove
20% of clusters with assigned scores (27). The remaining features are shifted into single community region. This will
be evaluated classification accuracy with the testing data. This is the process known as SVM classification (21, 28,
29, 30).
Importance of higher classification accuracy
For early prediction, the classification and computational approach should be effective. Due to getting the
higher classification accuracy, our functional MRI data should be rich for cognitive neuroscience. Many modified
progression will be considered to yield for early diagnosis from the conservative methods. The process modifies by
often involving concrete and improves the visual perception. Then manipulate the model localizing model variables
in the brain; after locate the variables appropriately and it is estimate parameters independently of behaviors like errors
and loss (31, 32, 33). This behavior is red and computed decision variables step to final stage. It provides better result
compared to the fMRI analysis. The fMRI data will be combined in group by mean value at each vertex by the cross
validation (34). Additionally, finding the most important voxels for the classifier, the evolutionary algorithm is used
in which different voxel clusters are used to train and evaluate the classifier (35).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Classifiers, our proposed study shows great performance in accuracy level which is showed in figure 4 (a) & (b).
The vertical axis in (a) figure is that accuracy of our proposed study. Moreover, the accuracy is measured with
important features shown in the graph.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4 (a) & (b) Our proposed method accuracy between base classifiers & important features
The linear regression based algorithms are predicted in coronal slice of scanned image as “autistic” function
after computed the feature of thicker cortex and more folds. Even though absence of thicker cortex in frontal lobe of
the brain, our proposed algorithm identifying autistics behavior in the image which shown in the figure 5b.
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Figure 5 (a) & (b) Presence of Neural wrinkles in top sliced view of brain
The autism brain image is having more folds and thicker cortex in its neuro function which is shown in figure
6 (a). The figure 6 (b) tells that our algorithm predicted well autistic function at early stage while other algorithm is
unsuccessful.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6 (a) Predicted region with normal neuro functioning brain (b) Autism neuro functioning brain
Due to increase the parameters to predict the autism functioning in the brain nervous which will be
responsible for the early prediction of autism. Our method is providing good effects in higher level aspects of cognition
as early prediction during decision, valuation, control (DVC) and social interactions. The early prediction results
highlight that MSEL is useful technique to assist medical physician to predict autism in a high accuracy. This tool is
considering the main parameters receptive and expressive language, visual and fine motor impairments during early
stage of children. Our proposed method appears to be sensitive to behavior activities. In the linear regression method,
deviates output coefficients when inputs increase more complexity. Our integrated SVM algorithm is suitable and
effective in high dimensional space. The sensitivity of the linear regression prediction gradually increases with our
proposed study for early prediction which is shown in figure 8. The horizontal axis of figure 8 is from 10th month of
child. Our proposed study has proved good sensitive in predicting autism in early stages and shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8 Comparison of sensitivity parameters from 10th month

6. CONCLUSION
The proposed study is aimed well with combination of adaptive functioning classifier and early learning
techniques and works well. Since our process is based on high dimensional spaces, it shows the effective work. Also
here appropriate kernel function will be hard to choose. The computational approach will address the complexity of
theoretical models with less number of empirical data. Our proposed method considers this computational approach
that dimension of variation at every voxel. The space will expands widely with the voxel dimension variation. This
challenging problem solved by our computational approach which may improve the ability to predict the cognitive
signals in earlier. Since we are having less data set our proposed algorithm was suited for the process. In case of
analysis the large data; our algorithm has to revise. We were preprocessed our algorithm to perform and handle easy
less amount of noisy data set. Our proposed technique is improved process for number of features for each data point
exceeds the number of training data samples. The execution time for advanced scaling up fMRI analysis method is
greater than model based analysis without Mullen scale of early learning. The revised algorithm has to implement.
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